
You can convert documents to a

PDF file type by using Adobe Pro or

another applicable program.

The update that customers have all

been waiting for. Document Manager is

now enhanced with uploading PDF

documents to address the field shifting

challenges when uploading other

document types. Using PDF documents

allows you to upload state-specific

forms and other forms that cannot be

modified. You can add field tags and

complete e-Signature fields on PDFs.

Available with Report Output

Format of HTML in the facility and in

the Management Console.

G/L Trial Balance Report Drill Down:

an Enable Report Drill Down option is

added to G/L Trial Balance Report

Setup. Enable Report Drill Down

provides access to see the transaction

details related to the amount. You save

time and effort reviewing accounts

because the detailed account

transaction information is accessible

from 1 report:

Join discussions topics and

categories to collaborate and share

ideas and best practices with other

PointClickCare customers.

Stay informed through information

PointClickCare provides such as

industry news, regulatory resources,

solution highlights, webinars and

events.

Visit Resources > Release to see

release newsletters.

Pulse is a secure website PointClickCare

provides for an online customer

community. In the Pulse you can:
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HyMark Solutions offers a complimentary utilization review to uncover

opportunities to leverage additional components of the core application

that line up with your facilities goals. In addition, to uncover how to

more efficiently use the PCC tools you already have, and suggest

products that align with your strategic initiative. Your goals are our

goals. Let Us Help you. 

Contact us, by clicking the button below, for a free in-depth analysis of

one of your PCC facilities.

Document Manager Setup and End User.

Financial and Clinical Q&A

Help Files-Reports

Cash Receipt Batches

Ancillary Batches

EMC Dashboard

Our team of clinical and financial specialists offer a number

of trainings each month on all things PointClickCare®. Here

is a few of the trainings offered this month to keep in mind: 

Mark your calendars and get signed up. Our specialist are

offering over 19 different trainings this month. However,

our team is here for you; if one of our training dates or times

doesn 't work for you, message our team and we will do our

best to accommodate you.

Did You Know?

Contact Us

July Training Schedule

Training Calendar

Bread –Toasted (Optional)

Turkey, Bacon, Ham

Cheese

Lettuce

Tomato

Mayo

Guacamole or Avocado slices (Optional) 

Everyone now a days is low on cash. Why not make a quick and tasty

Club Sandwich with ingredients you love and probably have your

refrigerator? You will need:

Instructions: (1) Arrange 2 slices of bread on a cutting board. Spread

bread slices with mayonnaise. (2) Top with turkey, tomato slices and

cheddar cheese. And place bread on top. (3) Now spread mayonnaise

on the topside of the last slice of bread added. (4) Top with ham,

bacon and lettuce. (5) Spread mayonnaise or guacamole on the final

slice of bread and place on top. (6) Cut sandwich into halves or

quarters. **Before cutting sandwich, insert toothpicks to keep your

sandwich from falling apart.** Bon Appetit!

Its HOT and You're Hungry

https://www.hymarksolutions.com/contact-us
https://www.hymarksolutions.com/trainings


Our HyMark Solutions team is spread out and located in 4 different states, so we decided to compare and see where each 
others states/counties were at with COVID-19 and what phases we are currently in.
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Visit Our Website

Fewer than 25 cases per 100,000 people

Hospitalization rate to flatten or decrease,

prepared with enough beds and PPE to handle

virus

Plans for testing, contact tracing, and

responding to outbreak in congregate settings

Still in Phase 1, WA state adopted a county by

county approach. Between May 14-27, Yakima

reported 1,000 confirmed cases-1/3 of total number

of cases reported since start of pandemic. Yakima

county has 430 cases per 100,000-highest number

of confirmed cases per capital across the state.New

metrics to move to phase 2:

Restaurants and bars for sit-down service

Barbers, salons and massage businesses

Gyms and fitness centersIn-person

gatherings: Up to 25 people

Must wear masks in stores or other indoor

public spaces effective 6/24/20

Currently in Phase 1. 
Currently in Phase 2. Overall, Ravalli County

has had 32 cases of COVID-19. As of June 1,

Gov. Steve Bullock advanced the state of

Montana to Phase 2 in the re-opening

response of COVID-19. Specifically, the City of

Hamilton has adjusted some of its facilities to

match the Phase 2 reopening

guidelines. Throughout the emergency the

City of Hamilton was fully operational. We are

just now opening up more to the public with

Phase 2 but we are still 100% operational

Washington | Yakima Oregon | Marion County Montana | Hamilton

House projects / renovations.

Crafts / new hobbies. 

New Books

Family movie nights. 

Game nights / chatting with family via video platform.

Our team has been putting a lot of focus on all the GOOD going on,

instead of letting the negative headlines and news be our topic of

discussion. What we decided for our July Newsletter is that we want to

share with you what has brought us joy these past few months and we

hope that you take these ideas and run with them as well, so you too can

find JOY in the midst of all this uncertainty and quite lonely time. 

Focusing on the Good

https://www.hymarksolutions.com/

